
Our growing company is looking to fill the role of aircraft. If you are looking for an
exciting place to work, please take a look at the list of qualifications below.

Responsibilities for aircraft

Manage plot and routing changes within the time limited event, flight hours,
cycles
Coordinate aircraft availability with Maintenance Planning, System Operations
and Maintenance Control to support scheduled maintenance
Schedule and track accomplishment of Aircraft Service and weekly Checks
May be assigned as subject matter expert (SME) or training instructor as
required
Directly supervises and certifies aircraft maintenance when required to do so
and perform duties of an Aircraft Mechanic as rostered
Provide a high level of customer service and Perform relief duties on other
stations as requested
Must be accountable of Staff responsibilities, Working environment and
safety, Communication, Ground equipment, Aircraft tools and facilities and all
Administration
Perform and certify aircraft maintenance of Cathay Pacific or Cathay Dragon
servicing of third party operator’s aircraft in accordance with the applicable
SGHA
Perform relief duties on other stations when requested to do so
Correct loading and unloading of aircraft (bags, freight and passengers)

Qualifications for aircraft

Must possess and maintain a valid Virginia driver's license (or North Carolina
driver’s license if North Carolina resident) and be able to operate a

Example of Aircraft Job Description
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Work is performed primarily outdoors under all types of weather conditions
with exposure to loud noise, exhaust fumes, and various types of chemicals
Must have 1 year o-level aircraft airframe/flight control system maintenance
experience, 1 year inspector experience (CDI) preferred
The ability to maintain high levels of awareness in relation to Health, Safety,
security and the Environment is crucial in all tasks
Prior experience with U.S. Army operations on (H-60 L/M) Aircraft highly
preferred
Conducting vehicle checks by carrying out the designated quality control
procedures


